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The Telescope Array (TA) is the largest cosmic ray detector in the Northern hemisphere. Initially designed to study ultra high energy cosmic rays of energies above $10^{18}$ eV. The Telescope Array Low-energy Extension (TALE) extends the sensitivity of TA down to $10^{15.6}$ eV. The original TA consists of three fluorescence detectors, viewing 3° to 31° in elevation each, and overlooking an array of scintillation counters. TALE adds additional fluorescence telescopes at the TA Middle Drum (MD) fluorescence detector site, and overlooking a graded infill array of counters. Together, TALE and MD see a combined sky coverage of 114° in azimuth and 3-59° in elevation. In this work, we present a first measurement of the energy spectrum made by the combined TALE and MD fluorescence detectors operating in monocular mode.
1. Introduction

The Telescope Array (TA) is deployed in Millard Country, Utah. It observes Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs), using both fluorescence telescopes and scintillator surface detectors. A map of the detectors is shown in Figure 1. Using the fluorescence telescopes, we measure the scintillation light produced by air molecules during the development of cosmic ray induced air showers. Three telescope stations overlook the scintillator array. The Middle Drum (MD) station [1] is in the northern most location of TA and the Black Rock and Long Ridge fluorescence stations [2] are located in the southeast and the southwest, respectively. Additionally, an array of 507 scintillator surface detectors [3] were deployed in a square grid with 1.2 km spacing. The scintillator detector array is used to sample the density of shower particles arriving at the ground.

The Telescope Array has added an extension to lower the experiment’s energy threshold allowing us to study cosmic rays with energies down below $10^{16}$ eV. This extension is known as the Telescope Array Low Energy extension (TALE) shown in Figure 2.

High-elevation-angle telescopes and a graded infill array of more closely packed surface detectors were added to help make measurements of lower energy cosmic ray showers. While the Middle Drum (MD) telescopes view only 3°-31° in elevation, the TALE extension telescopes view the sky above the MD telescopes and increase the elevation viewing angle up to 59°. This enables us to observe the full development of lower-energy showers which initiate higher in the atmosphere. With a larger field of view, we can see longer tracks and this gives us additional information about shower geometry and profile.

The goal of the MD and TALE spectral analysis is to determine the flux of cosmic rays and to produce a cross-calibrated monocular spectrum covering four decades in energy. For this analysis,
we utilize a monocular reconstruction of the MD and TALE telescope data with events that triggered both Middle Drum and TALE fluorescence detectors. From this, we determine the geometries of the events observed and the energy of the primary particles.

2. Event reconstruction and selection

About 8 months of data from June 2014 to January 2015 were analyzed. The Middle Drum and TALE data and Monte Carlo events were processed using the same programs. By fitting tube viewing angles for the events to the arrival time of light at tubes from the shower, accurate geometrical reconstruction can be calculated. The Middle Drum and TALE data and Monte Carlo simulations are reconstructed in monocular mode with the geometry determined by the equation

\[ t_i = t_0 + \frac{R_p}{c} \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\pi - \psi - \chi_i}{2} \right), \]

where \( t_i \) and \( \chi_i \) are the trigger time and pointing direction of tube \( i \), respectively; \( \psi \) is the in-plane angle; \( R_p \) is the impact parameter of the shower; \( c \) is the speed of the light; and \( t_0 \) is the time when the shower is calculated to be at \( R_p \). An example of the data event triggered by Middle Drum and TALE telescopes is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: An example of the data event triggered by Middle Drum and TALE telescopes.

The profile of the shower is fitted using the Gaisser-Hillas parameterization formula [4]

\[ N_e(x) = N_{\text{max}} \cdot \left[ \frac{x - X_0}{X_{\text{max}} - X_0} \right]^{X_{\text{max}} - X_0} \cdot e^{-\frac{x}{\lambda}}, \]

where \( N_e(x) \) is the number of charged particles at a given slant depth, \( x \), in g/cm\(^2\); \( X_{\text{max}} \) is the slant depth where the number of secondary particles reaches the maximum; \( N_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum number of particles at \( X_{\text{max}} \); \( X_0 \) is a fit parameter associated with the depth of the first interaction; and \( \lambda \) is a fit parameter explaining the width of the shower profile.
In addition, a parameterization of mean energy deposit [5] was applied:

$$\alpha_{\text{eff}}(s) = N \cdot \frac{c_1}{(c_2 + s)^{c_3}} + c_4 + c_5 \cdot s,$$

where $c_i$ are the constants from Nerling et al. [5]. The mean ionization loss rate, $\alpha_{\text{eff}}$, at a given shower age, $s$, is determined in the condition at $E_{\text{cut}} = 1$ MeV. However, $E_{\text{cut}}$ value in our program is 50 keV, so $N$ indicates a scale normalization constant to correct for the difference in $E_{\text{cut}}$.

To obtain good resolution and Data/Monte Carlo comparisons, quality cuts were performed on the fully reconstructed showers. These cuts were optimized for the fluorescence events observed by Middle Drum and TALE stations. An event is retained if:

- An event is successfully reconstructed. Additionally, $X_{\text{max}}$ should be between the first and last profile bins.
- A clear peak in the profile should be observed and be bright enough. The slant depth of the first triggered tube must fall greater than 200 g/cm$^2$ and profile reduced $\chi^2 < 10$.
- Geometry: the in-plane angle, $\psi$, is $<120^\circ$, to improve resolution. The duration of the event must be $>0.5$ $\mu$s and the tracklength must be $>20^\circ$.

3. Monte Carlo simulation

CORSIKA simulated shower library with QGSJETII-03 for pure proton and pure iron primaries was used. These showers were thrown from $10^{16}$ to $10^{18}$ eV with the spectral index of 3. The Monte Carlo simulated an isotropic distribution in the azimuthal angle, $R_p$ was between 10 m to 50 km, and $\theta$ was thrown up to 80$^\circ$. To reflect energy spectral features to our energy distribution, the most recent Telescope Array combined energy spectrum [6] was implemented by weighting on showers. In addition, HiResMIA mixed composition was employed by consulting with HiResMIA and HiResStereo data in order to derive proton fraction as a function of energies. Figure 4 and 5 show the resolution of Middle Drum and TALE monocular spectral analysis.

Figure 4: Resolution studies using Monte Carlo events. Left: the total energy of Monte Carlo simulated events shown. Right: the impact parameter, $R_p$. The Gaussian fit is used to determine the detector bias and resolution.
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4. Data/MC comparisons

To check if the Monte Carlo represents the data, measurable parameters’ distributions were plotted. Among measurable parameters, the impact parameter and zenith angle parameter are important to determine the aperture. Figure 6 shows Data and Monte Carlo comparisons for energy, impact parameter, zenith angle, and azimuthal angle. Black data points and red Monte Carlo histogram are in good agreement.

5. Summary

The Telescope Array has been extended to lower the experiment’s energy threshold, allowing
us to study cosmic rays with energies down below $10^{16}$ eV, which is called the Telescope Array Low Energy extension (TALE). The Telescope Array and TALE together enable us to observe the full development of lower-energy showers which initiate higher in the atmosphere and observe cosmic rays covering four decades in energy using the same suite of detectors. For this analysis, we use a monocular reconstruction of the MD and TALE telescope data with events that triggered both Middle Drum and TALE fluorescence detectors. TA combined energy spectrum presented at ICRC2015 and HiResMIA composition were assumed. The resolution of the shower energy and geometric variables shows good agreement between the thrown and reconstructed values. Data and Monte Carlo comparisons for energy and geometrical variables are in good agreement.
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